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Category: Reading

Title: The Quality, Direction, and Distance of Within Sentence
Constraints

Author Victor Froese

Age Range: Grade six

Description of Instrument:

Purpose: To investigate the types of responses given to a
sentence completion task when constraint elements of word
order, word form, redundancy, the distance between lexical
items, and the-interaction among these elements.were_considered

This instrument differed from others in this area since it was
designed to investigate the effects of lateral (forwards and
backwards) constraints, it included the most potent forward
constraining patterns from a previous study (Pike, 1969) for
cross-validation purposes, sentence type was controlled, and
it included sentences of low and high contextual constraint
generated by a systematic procedure.

Date of Construction: 1977

Physical Description: The instrument consisted of thirty four
sentences, half of which were high associative sentences, and-
half were low associative sentences. Each sentence was con-

structed so that the subjects were required to restore one
word in each sentence (indicated by a line), although other
words were omitted in order.to study certain constraints.
These words-were designated by a-line-o-f-5--(xxxxxxx . All

sentences followed the same 'syntactic form: Determiner
Adjective 1 Noun 1 Verb - (Determiner 2) - Adjective 2
Noun 2. The constraints of one word form on another (and with
different numbers of words intervening) were assessed. The

base sentence (IA ) contained only one omitted word. The

spider carried the (lead fly. In order to assess the
constraining effect of Noun 2 on Adjective 1 -(N2:A.1)-,-the

sentence would look like:

The spidei carried the dead xxxxx.

The seventeen constraints for one sentence pattern are listed
on the following page.



Sentence: A hot bath beats a cold shower.

01 --:Al A bath beats a cold shower.
02 Nl:Al A xxxxxxxxxx beats a cold shower.

03 V:Al A bath xxxxxxxxxx a cold shower.

04 A2:Al A bath beats a xxxxxxxxxx shower.
05 N2:A1 A bath beats a cold xxxxxxxxxx.

06 --:N1 A hot xxxxxxxxxx beats a cold shower.
07 V:Nl A hot xxxxxxxxxx a cold shower.
08 A2:N1 A hot beats a xxxxxxxxxx shower.
09 N2:N1 A hot beats a cold xxxxxxxxxx.

10 --:V A hot bath a cold shower.

11 --:V A hot bath a xxxxxxxxxx shower.

12 N2:V A hot bath a cold xxxxxxxxxx.

13 --:A2 A hot_bath beats e_
14 N2:A2 A hot bath beats a

shower.
xxxxxxxxx.

15 --:N2 A hot bath beats a cold
16 Al:N2 A xxxxxxxxxx bath beats a cold
17 Nl:N2 A hot xxxxxxxxxx beats a cold

Validity, Reliability, and Northative Data:

The following procedures were used in constructing the instrument.

1. A subject-noun was arbitrarily selected from the stimulus
words on the Palermo and.Jenkins! .(1964) Word Association Norms.
Examples would be "river", "cheese", and "doCtor".

2. Next the entry in the Word Association Norms was scanned for
the highest or lowest associates.under ,the grade four to six
headings. For example, "river" was selected. for a LAS.and.hence
the low associate adjectives (two or fewer entries under the
grade 4-6 colums) "Muddy", "green", "pretty", could be considered,
or from the Idiosyncratic Responses "turbulent", "moving", or
"foam(ing).".. Nouns of low associative status could be "canoe",
"falls", or "rapids", or from the Idiosyncratic Responses in
the Word AssociationNorms "rain", or "forest". The sentence
resulting from the above possibilities was:- The foaming river
carried the_ _little_ canoe_(LAS_).L

A similar procedUre was followed in constructing the HAS
sentences only that the highest associates under each entry were
used. For example, "spider" was selected for a HAS and hence
the high associate adjectives possible were "big", "poison(ous)"
and "dead". Possible nouns were "fly" and "web". The sentence
resulting from these words.was: The big spider carried the
dead fly.

Every effort was made to construct meaningful and sensible
sentences within the repertoire of intermediate grade students.
Some of the transitive verbs from thePalermo and Jenkins stimu-
lus list were used but more often the verb was arbitrarily
selected to join the subject and object in a sensible manner.



3. The sentence paradigpl used for this study was based on Riling's.
0.965).findings that the oral, written, and textbook language
structure of sixth-graders were similar, and that the subject
verb- objectverb-object pattern ranked first among, them. For the present
study, this high frequency pattern was expanded by means of
adjectives preceding the subject and object. The resulting

pattern was as follows:

D Al N1 V (D) A2 N2

The work shoes had flat heels.

The pretty woman wore a lovely dress.

The determiner in the second position was optional as indicated
by the parentheses.

4. All adjective-noun-pairs were checked by means of the American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (1970).to avoid
using compound nouns which would tend to inflate associativity..
Several such pairs resulted during the preliminary stages of
constructing the sentences and were subsequently omitted.
Examples were: bald eagle, wheel chair, machine gun, work
bench, and rye bread.

. Since forward and backward-lateral-constraints were of interest,
two sets of deletion patterns were constructed. These two forms
of contextual constraint may be conceptualized in the following
manner:

forward constraint

(

The big spider carried

1----backward

the dead fly.

constraint

No reliabiliiy, ,data are given.
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INSTRUCTIONS

This is an exercise to see how well you can guess words

which have been left out of sentences.

In each sentence you will find one blank like this

-Try to in- by writing one word which you think,would best

fit the sentence.

Guess if you are not sure, but fill in every blank if

po4sible. If you really have trouble with one', leave it, and

-then come back -to =it

--Do not worry about the words which have been replaced

by xxxxxxxxxxxx. The xxxxxxxxxxxx tells you that a word has

been left out. The length of the blank or the xxxx=cxxxxx

does not have anything to do with the length of the missing word.

If you are not sure of how to spell a word, just do the

best you can.

If you need any help, please raise your hand and I will

come and help you.

Let's try these examples together:

The huge carried the crushed grayel.

A hungry dog the xxxxxxxxxxxx food:

TheLxxxxxxxxxxxx tree shed its brown
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121. The mild cheese the apple xxxxxxxxxxxx.

141. The cozy cottage had )cccxx=ococc

171. The freckled XxxxxXxxxxxx liked outdoor

(161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx moon resembled a shiny

011. The 'guns shelled the heavy tank.

021. The XXXXX:XXXXXXX carried the little canoe.

151. The hunting dog disliked the small

101. The fresh fruit the breakfast cereal.

061. A stuffed cluttered the small room.

051. The hammer struck the hot xxx)cxxXxxxxx.

091. The colorful brightened the fruit xxxxxxxxxxxx.

081. The work had ,comoococcotheels. 5"

--131. The phonograph needle scratched the record.

111. The powerful king the xmcroconopopc knights.

071. The pointed xxxxxxxxxxxx a sewing tool.

_041. The 'lion had a xxxxxxxxxxxx head.

031. A carpet 70011000001XXXXX the old house.
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122. The steep mountain a hard xxxxxxxxxXxx.

142. The soft bed needed a XX7OCXXXXMCCX

172. The glass )occoopooppoc stopped the cord

132. 7-c. pretty butterfly spread its wings.

112. Tht. mean thief the xxxxxxxxxxxx jewels.

102. The long street the railroad tracks.

.012. A dream troubled his peaceful sleep.

152. A' hot bath beats. a_cold_

082. The rock made a xxxxxxxxxxxx noise.
C

032. The moon xxxxxxxxxxxx the dark sky.

042. The woman wore a xxxxxxxxxxxx dress.

072. The big )comcoo3=Xxx the dead fly.

062: The wood heated the log cabin.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxxproduced dark shadows.

162.- The ,boccoocc000c doctor healed the sick 1

052. The cheese made a good kxxxxxxxxxxx.,

092. The crying grabbed the warm xxxxxxxxxxxx:

C.
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011. A cafpet lined the old house.

031. The hammer xxxxxxxxxxxx the hot tong.

161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx guns shelled the heavy

121. The cozy cottage green xxxxxxxxxxxx.

041. 4 chair cluttered the xxxvoocacccx room.

131. The hunting dog disliked the kennel.

,
The scissors becomes a sewing kxxxxxxxxxxx.

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx had.a latge head. 4

101. The mild cheese the apple pie.

071. The colorful , 'XXXXXXX:0001XX the fruit tree.

081. The fresh topped the xxxxxxxrxxxx cereal.

061. The work had flat heels.

091. The powerful commanded the noble xxxxxxxxxxxx.

111. The phonograph needle the xxxx=cooccxx record..

141. The silver moon resembled a )opoccrro=ca.

151. The freckled boy.liked.,ddtdoor

171. The foaming xxxxxxxxxxxx carried the little
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132. The crying baby grabbed the bottle.

112. The big spider the xXxxxxxxxXxx fly.

012. The bed needed a fluffy pillow.

022. A Xxxxxxxxxxxx beats a cold shower.

102. The wood stove the log cabin.

032. The doctor )2.6coccoopooc the sick patient.

122..7 The rock music a loud xxxxxxxxxxxx.

052. A dream troubled his peaceful xxxxxxxxxxxx.

162. The xxxxxxxXXxxx mountain made a hard

082. The pretty wore_ a xxmcxxxxaocxx dress.

042. The window stopped the xxmcccomocK air.

142. The long street crossed the )comocxxxxxxx.

092. The yellow made a good xxxxxxxlcamiqx.

152. The mean thief stole the valuable

062. The bright prodUced dark shadoWs.

172. The pretty xxxxxxxxixxx spread_its colorful

072'. The bright xxxxxxaxxxxx the dark sky.
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011. The .,river tarried the little canoe. '

131. The cozy cottage had shutters.

111. The mild cheese

071. The work

051. 'A

the xxxxxxxxxxxx pie.

xxxxXxxxxxxx flat heels.

chair cluttered the small xxxxxxxxxxx.

041. The hammer struck the xxxxxxxxxxxx tong.

151. The silver moon resembled a shiny

021. A x)mccxxxxx3ccx lined -the old house.

161. The =2.CXXXXIXDOCK boy liked outdoor

141. The hunting dog disliked the

031. The

061. ,The pointed,

091. The fresh

XX3OCC(X.X:KJOCX .

lion,xxxxxxxxxxxx a large'head.

081. The colorful

becomes a sewing tool'.

M

topped the breakfast xxxxxxxxxxxx.

101. The powerful king e'

1Tightened,the,xxxxxxxxxxxx tree.

121. The phonograph needle.

the noble knights.

the new xmoloojaxxxxx.

171. The enemy poccocc...xxmocx shelled the heavy

ti

1

"l
FJ
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102. The soft bed afluffy pillow.

072. The mean .xxiirrxxxxxxxx the valuable jewels.

012. The cheese made a good sandwich.

112'. A hot bath a Xxxxxxxxxxxx shower.

092. The Trelty ° .spread its colorful xxxxxxxxxxxx.

122.' The good doctor the sick xxxxxxxxxxxx.

-032. The spider xxxxxxxxxxxxthe dead fly.

082. The steep made a XXXXDODOODOO: climb.

042: The music made a xxxxxxxxxxxx noise.

062. The long crossed the railroad tracks.

142. A bad dream troubled his moomoocxsocxx.

152. The bright light produced dark

132. The glass window stopped the air.

162. The moccooccomx moon lit the dark

022. The xxpcxxxxxxxxx heated the log cabin.,

052. The baby grabbed the warm xxxxxxxxxxxx..

172. The pretty xxxxxxxxxi.xx wore a lovely

^.
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111. The colorful blossoms
the xxxxxxxxxxxx trees.

081. A stuffed
cluttered the xxxx=x3ccozcc room.

131.' The powerfUl-king commanded the knights.

171.- The hunting =comma=
disliked the small

151. The phonograph needle scratched the new

041. The river carried the xx,copopoomx canoe.

031. The
guns:xkXxxxxxxxxx the heavy tank.

071. The strong xxxxxxxxxxxx the hot tong,.

091. :The pointed
becomes a sewing xxxxxxxxxxxx.

061. The brave
had a large head.

011. The moon resembled a shiny satellite.

051.
carpet lined the old XXXXXIDCXXXXXX.,

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxxx liked outdoor sports.

161: The xxxxxxxxxxxx cottage had green

14. The mild 'cheese improved the xxxx=ocoacc.

121. The fresh fruit
the breakfast xxxxxxxxxxxx.

101. The work shoes
flat heels.
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011,. The scissors becomes a sewing tool.

041. -The fruit topped the nocooccocxxx cereal.

111. The freckled boy =CC.XXX3CCXXX ports.

051. The kind commanded the noble xxXxAxxxxxxx.

131. The foaming river carried the canoe.

101. The silver moon a shiny satellite.

141. A worn carpet lined the occ xxxxxcoa.

the heavy ncx)ocxxx4ca.121. The, enemy guns

081. The cozy had xxxxxxxxxxxx shutters.

031. The blossoms xxxxxxxxxxxx the fruit tree.

061. The milk the apply pie.

151. The brave lion had a large

161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx hammer struck the hot

021. The 5onnoccocomooc had flat heels.

071. The phonograph xxxxxxxxxxXx the new record.

091. Thehunting disliked the small xxxxxxxxxxxx.

171. A stuffed xxxxxxxxxxxx cluttered the small
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082. The long crossed the xxxxxxxxxxxx tracks.

052. The spider carried the dead xxxxxxxxxxxx.

072. The crying xxxxxxxxxxxX the warm bottle.

092. The mean stole the valuable xxxxxxxxxxxx.

142. The good doctor healed the XXXX-XX300:70CC

012. The moon lit the dark sky.

032. The cheese xxxxxxx=xxx a good sandwich.

132. A hot bath beats a shower.-.

152. The glass window stopped the cold

062. The rock- tade a loud noise.

042. The stove heated the xxxxxxxxxxxx cabin.

102. The steep mountain a hard climb.

162. A xxxxxxxxxxxx dream troubled his peaceful

122. The soft bed'. a fluffy xxxxxxxxxxxx.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxxx wore a lovely dress.

112. The pretty butterfly its xxxxxxxxxxxx wings.

172. The bright xxxxxxxxxxxx produced dark
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011. The lion had a large head.

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx struck the tong.

081. The powerful commanded the xxxxxxxxxxxx knights.

121. The hunting dog the small xxxxxxxxxxxx.

071. The fresh xxxxxxxxxxxx the breakfast cereal.

041. The scissors becomes a xxxxxxxxxxxx tool.

151. The enemy guns shelled the heavy

111. The cozy cottage xxxxxxxxxxxx shutters.

091. The mild improved the apple xxxxxxxxxxxx.

061. The colorful brightened the fruit tree.

031. A chair xxxxxxxxxxxx the small room.

161. The 3nocomccxxxxx river carried the little

141. The freckled boy liked xxxx?pcxxxxmc

171. A worn xxxxxxxxxxxx lined the old

131. The silver moon resembled a satellee.

101. The phonograph needle the new record.],

051. The shoe6 had flat xxxxxxxxxxxx.

16
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022. The xxxxmccocxxx grabbed the warm bottle.

172. The big xxxxxxxxxxxx carried the dead

112. A bad dream his XXYDOCCOMIXXXX sleep.

072. The soft mcomccouccxx a fluffy pillow.

042. The thief stole the )0000000== jewels.

052. The mountain made a hard xxxxxxxxxxxx.

102. The glass window the cold air.

162. The )0CCOCOMOCCK stove heated the log

122. The bright light dark xxxxxxxxxxxx.

062. The pretty spread its colorful wings.

092. The good healed the sick xxxxxxxxxxxx.

082. .A hot- beats a 3ococcaamoccK shower.

152." The bright moon lit the sky.

152. The yellow cheese made a, goad

032. The street xxonocccooccx the railroad tracks.

012. The music made a loud noise.

142. The pretty woman wore a xxxxxxxxxxxx.
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061. The enemy shelled the heavy tank.

081. A worn lined the xxxxxxxxxxxx hoUse.

171. The mild xxxxxxxxxxxx improved the apple

121. The pointed scissors a sewing xxxxxxxxxxxx.

101. The strong hammer the hot tong.

161. The xxxxxXxxxxxx king commanded the-noble

071. The foaming MYD=XXXXX the little canoe.,

031. The dog xxXxxxxxxxxx the small kennel.

011. The needle scratched the new record.

041. The moon resembled a )ocxxxxxocoocc satellite.

021. The .
xxxxxxxxxxxx had green shutters.

131. The work shoes had heels.

111. A stuffed chair the )c0000ccocom room.

151. The fresh fruit topped the breakfast

141. The colorful blossoms brightened the mccxxxxxmcxx.

091. The brave had a large xxxxxxxxxxxx.

051. The boy liked outdoor xxxxxxxxxXxx.

18
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172. The bright xxxxxxxxxxxx lit the dark

052. The music made a loud xxxxxxxxxxxx.

072. The long xxxxxxxxxxxx the railroad tracks.

11,2. The soft bed -a :CCODCOOODOCC pillow.

142. The glass window stopped the xxmcomcxx)coc.

062. The crying grabbed the warm bottle.

042. The spider carried the xxxxxxxxxxxx fly.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxx Made a good sandwich.

122. A hot bath a cold xxxxxxxxxxxx.

152. A bad dream troubled his peaceful

102.. The pretty butterfly its colorful wings.

032. The stove xxxxxx=ocxx the log cabin.

082. The mean stole the xxxxxxXxxxxx jewels.

132. The good doctor healed the . patient.

162. The xxxxxxxxxxxx light produced ,dark.

092. The steep made a hard xxxxxxxxxxxx.

012. The woman wore a lovely dress.
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061. The fresh topped the breakfast cereal.

141. The enemy guns shelled the )000mooccxxx.

111. The hunting dog the ?opoccoopoccc kennel.

opl. The phonograph scratched the new poopocooccooc.

021. A xxxmoorzcxxx cluttered the,small room.'

031. The scissors xxxxxxxxxxxx a sewing tool.

051. The blossoms brightened the fruit xxxxxxxxxxxx.

071. The powerful xxxxxxxxxxxx the noble knights.

081. The mild improved the xxxxxxxxxxxx pie.

121. The silver moon a shiny xxxxxxxxxxxx.

101. The-cozy cottage

151. The foaming river carried the little

131. The freckled boy liked

green shutters.

161. A xxxxxxxxxxxx carpet lined the old

sports.

041. The shoes had xxxxxxxxxxxx heels.

011. The hammer struck the hot tong.

171. The brave xxxxxxxxxxxx had a large
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012. The street crossed the railroad tracks.

162. The poccxmocxxxxx music made a loud

172. The crying xxxxxxxxxxxx grabbed the warm

062. A hot beats a cold shower.

122. The pretty woman a lovely xxxxxxxxxxxx.

072. The good Docxxxxxxxxxx the sick patient.

042. The butterfly spread its )crocc000zomcc wings.

132. The yellow cheese made a sandwich.

152. The big spider carried the dead

052. The bed needed a fluffy xxxxxxxxxxxx.

092. A bad troubled his peaceful xxxxxxxxxxxx.

102. The bright light dark shadows.

142. The wood stove heated the - mcoc000ccocc

. 082. The glass stopped the xxpDbcccmccc air.

032. The mountain mc000concooc a hard climb.

-112. The bright moon the pacoccoocoacc sky.

022. The MCCOCOCCMCX stole the'valuable jewels.
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172. The good xxxxxxxxxxxx healed the sick

152. The soft bed needed a fluffy

142. The pretty butterfly spread its xmccowcouoc

012. The window stopped the cold air.

162. A 2paxxxxxpoccx bath heats a cold

112. The long street the xxxxxxxxxxxx tracks.

042. The moon lit the xxxxxxxxxxxx sky. ,

132. The steep mountain made a climb.

082. The big carried the xxxxxxxxxxxx fly.

052. The woman wore a lovely xxxxxxxxxxxx.

032. The light xxxxxxxxxxxx dark shadows.

022. A xxxxxxxxxxxx troubled his peaceful sleep.

072. The wood xixxxxxxxxxxx the loge cabin.

092. The rock made a loud xxx*xxxxxxxx.

062. The yellow made a good sandwich.

122. The mean thief the valuable xxxxxxxxxxxx.

102. The crying baby , the warm bottle.

22
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012. A bath beats a cold shower.

032. The window xxxxxxxxxxax the'cold air.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxx healed the sick Patient..

052. The light produced dark xxxxxxxxxxxx.

102. The big spider the dead fly.

082. The yellow made a xxxxxxxxxxxx sandwich.

042. A dream troubled his xxxxxxxxxxxx sleep.

062. The bright lit the dark sky.

122. The crying baby the warm xxxxxxxxxxxx:

092. The wood heated the ] g-xxxxxxxxxxxx.

072. The pretty xxxxxxxxx=?Fx :a lovely dresb

.112. The rock music a xxxxxxxxxxxx nOise.-

132. The long street crossed the tracks.

142. The mean thief stole the

152. The steep mountain made a hard

XXXXXXXXXXXX.

162. The xxxxxxxxxxxx butterfly spread its colorful

'172. The soft xx=coccaxxxx needed a fluffy
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121. The work shoes flat xxxxxxxxxxxx.

091. The strong struck the hot xxxxxxxxxxxx.

011. The cottage had green shutters.

101. A stuffed chair' the small room.

141. The fresh fruit topped the 300C00000CCCC

131. The colorful blossoms brightened the tree.

111. The pointed scissors a xxxxxxxxxxxx tool.

041. The boy liked 7COMCOOCOOCK sports.

061. The foaming carried the little canoe.

071. A worn xxxxxxxxxxxxx the old house.

081. The brave had a mccoccomocx head.

151. The powerful king commanded the notble

161. The )apcoomicpccx cheese improved the(apple

051. The ,
guns shelled the heavy xxxxxxxxxxxx.

031. The- moon xxxxxxxxxxxxx a shiny satellite:

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx disliked the small kennel.

171. The phonograph xxxxxxxxxxxx scratched the new
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041. A carpet lined the xxxxxxxxxxxx house.

031. The river xxxxxxxxxxxx the little canoe.
r,

091. The work, had flat xxxxxxxxxxx.

111. The fresh fruit the xxxxxxxxxxxx cereal.

161. The x:cococomtx dog disliked the small

071. A stuffed xxxxxxxxxxxx the small room..

061. Tha strong struck the hot tong,

; 101, The colorful blosioms the fruit tree.

,:121. The powerful king the noble xxxxxxxxxxxx.

011. The - boy liked'outdoor sports.

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx shelled the heavy tank.

171. The silver xxxxxxxxxxxx resembled a shiny

151. The cozy cottage had green

The phonograph needle scratched the )00coccg-xxxx

131. The mild cheese 'improved the pie.

051. The lion had a:large xxxxxxxxxxxx.

081. The pointed becomes a xxxXxxxxxxxx tool.
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122. The long street the railroad ncc000laxxxx.

172. A hot xxxxxxxxxxxx beatsa cold

112. The crying baby the xxxxxxxxxxxx bottle. .

072. The yellow xxxxxxxxxxxxa good sandwich.

012. The doctor healed the sick patient.

042. The light produced xxxxxxxxXxxx shadows.

022. )The xxxxxxxxxXxx stopped the cold aid;.

082'. The wood heated the xxxxxxx'axxx cabin.

102, The rock music a loud noi'

062. The pretty wore a lovelz 938.

142. The steep mountain made a a ,:xxxxxxx.

162. The xxxxxxxxxxxx bed needed a fluffy'*

132.. The mean thief stole the jewels.

032. A dream xxxxxxxxxxxx his peaceful sleep.

152. The pretty butterfly spread its colorful'

092. The big carried the dead Xxxxxxxxxxxx.

052. The moon lit the dark xxxxxxxxxxxx.
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171. The work xmoppotoodicalxx had flat

011. The blossoms brightened the fruit tree.

141. The strong hammer struck the xxxxxxxxxxxx.

151. A stuffed chair cluttered the small

041. The cheese improved the xxxxXxxxxxxx pie.

161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx scissors becomes a sewing

051. .Tl a. needle scratched the new X:COOCCXXXXXX..

111. The foaming river the xxxxxxxxxxxx canoe.

091. The freckled liked outdoor xxxxxxxxxxxx.

071. The hunting xxxxxxxxxxxxthe small kennel.

101. The enemy guns the heavy tank.

121. A warn carpet the old,-xxxxxxxxxxxx.

081. The silver resembled a xxix=xxxa satellite.

061. The cozy had green shutters.

031. The king xxxxxxxxxxxx the noble knights.

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx topped the breakfast cereal.

131. The brave lion had a. head.

27
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172. A bad xxxxxxxxxxxx troubled his peaceful

072. ,The rock xxxkxxmxxxxx a loud noise.

092. The long crossed the railroad xXxxxxxxxxxx.

142. A hot bath beats a rooccx>coccoc.

082. The crying grabbed the xmocdcoccxxx bottle.

062. . The big carried the dead fly. -

122. The pretty butterfly its colorful xxaccxxxxxxx.

102. The mean thief the valuable jewels.

132. The soft bed-needed a pillow.

152., The good doctor healed the sick

052. The stove heated the log xx5cxxximxxxxx.

162. The =max:coo= window stopped the cold

032. The woman xxxxxxxxxxxx a lovely dress.

042. The cheese made a xxxxxxxxxxxx sandwich.

022. The xxxxxmoccricx lit the dark sky.

112. The steep mountain a. xxxxxxxxxxxx climb.

012. The light produced dark'shadows.



081. The freckled

111. A worn carpet

156

liked )ocxxxxxxxxxx. sports.

the =mamma= house.

171. The colorful )coccoocr)cozx brightened the fruit

01. The fruit topped the breakfast cereal.

141. A stuffed chair cluttered the xxx:acxxx=cx."

031. The cheese-xxxxxxxxxxxx the apple pie.

051. The cottage had green xxxxxxxxxxxx.

091. The enemy shelled the-heavy xxxxxxxxxxxx.

071. The silver xxxxxxxxxxxx a shiny satellite.

151. The pointed scissors becomes a sewing

121. The brave lion a large xxxxxxxxxxxx.

:131.. The strong hammer struck the tong.

161. 'The xxxxxxxxxxxx shoes had flat

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx commanded the noble knights.

061. The hunting AdslikeA the small-kennel.

041. The needle scratched the xxxxxxxxxxxx record.

101. The foaming river the'little Canoe.
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162. The xxxxxxxxxxxx baby grabbed the warm

122. The yellow cheese a good =moo=

042. The

062. The good healed the sick patient.

012. The thief stole the valuable jewels.

172. The long xxxxxxxxxxxx crossed the railroad.

bed needed a xxxxxxxxxxxx pillow.

072. The glass xxxxxxxxxxxx the cold air.

052. A bath beats a cold xxxxxxxxxxxx.

132. The wood stove heated the cabin.

082'. A bad troubled his xxxxxxxxxxxx sleep.

102. The bright moon the dark sky.,,

032. The butterfly xxxxxxxxxxxx its colorful wings.

1'.2. The pretty woman a xxxxxxxxxxxx dress.

.152: The rock music made a loud

142. The big spider carried the 703CCOOCCCOCX.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxx made a hard climb.

,092. The bright produced dark xxxxxxxxxxxx.

3u



)31, The enemy guns shelled.the
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, tank.

091. The cozy had green xxxxxxxxxxxx.

031. The shoes xxxxxxxxxxxx flat heels.

011. _A chair cluttered the small room.

171. Thia strong xxxxxxxxxxxx struck the hot

071. The mild ,comoccopocc the apple_.pie-

041. The blossoms brightened the xxxxxxxxxxxx tree.

161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx lion had a large

021. The xxxxxxxxxxxx becomes a sewing tool.

061. The powerful commanded the noble knights.

101. The hunting dog the small kennel.

121. The" freckled boy outdoor.xxxxxxxxxxxx.

151. A worn carpet.lined the old

111. The silver moon a moDop000ccxx satellite.

081. The phonograph scratched the xxxxxxxxxxxx record.

051. The fruit topped the breakfast xxxxxxxxxxxx.

141. The foaming river carried the' xxxxxxxxxxxx.
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052. The street crossed the railroad xxxxxxxxxxxx.

062. The mean stole the valuable jewels.

042. The baby grabbed the xxxxxxxxxxxx.

142. The bright light produced xxxxacooccopc

112. The good doctor the xxxxxxxxxxxx patient.

Thesoft needed a fluffy xxxxxxxxxxxx.

032. The music xxxxxxxxxxxx a loud noise.

122. The glass window .the-cold xxxxxxxxxxxx.

082. The pretty spread its xxxxxxxxXxxx wings.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxx carried the dead fly.

162. The xxxxxxxxxxxx woman wore a lovely

132. A bad dream troubled his sleep.

152. The bright moon lit the dark

072. The steep xxxxxxxxxxxx a hard climb.

102. A hot bath a cold shower.

012. The .stove heated the log cabin.

172. The yellow )0CCOOCCCCKXX made a good
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021. The kxxxxxxxxxxx improved the apple pie.

171. The fresh xxxxxxxXxxxx topped the breakfast.

051. The dog disliked the small moccoccoocxx.'

081. The enemy 'shelled the xxxxxxxxxxxx tank.

091. The foaming carried the little xxxxxxxxxxxx.

-The silver -resembledashinysatellite.

031. The needle xxxxxxxxxxxx the new record.

161. The xxxxxxxxxxxx,blossoms brightened- thefruit_

141. The pointed scissors becomes a
CI

=CCCODCXX)0C.

111. The brave lion a xxxxxxxxxxxx head.

131. A stuffed chair cluttered the room.

121. The strong hammer the hot xxxxxxxxxxxx..

151. The work shoes had flat

011. The king commanded the noble knights.

041. The cottage had xxxxxxxxxxxx shutters.

071. The freckled xxxxxxxxxxxx outdoor sports.

101-. A worn carpet the old house.

it
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172. The rock xxxxmccomcc made a loud

012. The baby grabbed the warm bOttle.

032. The xxxccxxxxxxx the valuable jewels.

132. The pretty woman wore a dress.

072. A hot xxxxxxxxxxxx a cold shower.

his - =peaceful. -- sleep.- -

042. The mountain made a xxx):xxxxxxxx climb.

152. The wood stove heated the log

112.- The bright light Xxxxxxxxxxxx shadows.

092. The glass stopped the cold xixxxxxxxxxx.

162% The xxmopocxxmx spider carried the dead

142.' The yellow cheese made a. .

122. The bright moon the darkxxxxxxxxxxxx:

082. The good . healed the xxxxxxxxxxxx patient.

022. The xxxxxxxxxxxx crossed.the'railroad tracks.

062. The soft needed a fluffy pillow.

052. The butterfly spread its colorful xxxxxxxxxxxx.

34
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091. The silver resembled a shiny xxxxxx)coccxx.

111. The enemy gdns the XXXIODDOOCCKX tank.

101. The freckled boy outdoor sports.

011. The shoes had flat heels.

161. A xxxxxxxxxxxx chair cluttered the small

151. The strong hammer struck the hot

171. The pointed 3COCOCOCCOOOC becomes a sewing

041. The king commanded the xxxxxxxxxxxxknightp.

051. The cheese improved the apple xxxxxxxxxxxx.

021. The xmccomxxxx brightened_the fruit tree.

061. The phonograph scratched-the new-record,

031. The fruit nOCOUCOCCOCC the breakfast cereal.

121. The foaming river the little xxxXxxxxxxxx.

141. The brave lion had a xnomcouccricc

081. The hunting disliked the xxxxxcocxxxx kennel.

071. The cozy 700C00pCCCCXX green shutters.

131. A worn carpet lined the . house.


